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1. Introdu tion
Extra tion from de larative
Whereas verb-nal

omplement

omplement

lauses in German reveals a

lauses headed by

dass

into a higher verb-se ond and a higher verb-nal

urious pattern:

(`that') permit movement both

lause,

omplement

lauses in whi h

verb-se ond has applied only permit movement into a higher verb-se ond
but not movement into a higher verb-nal

lause.

This systemati

lause again,

pattern has been

addressed in a number of approa hes of various kinds in the last de ades, with varying
degrees of su

ess, but it seems fair to

on lude that a

on eptually simple analysis on

the basis of minimalist program (see Chomsky (2001; 2008)) is still outstanding. The
goal of the present paper is to show that su h an analysis is readily available if

ertain

insights of Stauda her's (1990) approa h in terms of barriers are in orporated into the
phase-based approa h to Condition on Extra tion Domain (CED) phenomena developed
in Müller (2010), and if verb-se ond

lauses are derived by reproje tion movement. In a

nutshell, the restri tion on movement from verb-se ond

lauses will be shown to follow

from Chomsky's (2001) Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) be ause an edge feature
that is needed to trigger movement from the verb-se ond
edge

omplement to the next phase

annot be inserted on the matrix verb.

I will pro eed as follows. Se ion 2 introdu es the relevant data and gives a very
ise, and

on-

ertainly in omplete, overview over the existing literature on the phenomenon.

Se tion 3 sket hes Stauda her's (1990) approa h. Se tion 4 lays out the main assumptions of the phase-based analysis of CED ee ts developed in Müller (2010). Se tion 5
introdu es an approa h to verb-se ond movement that is based on the
je tion; the approa h
& Müller (2010).

on ept of repro-

ombines features of the analyses in Fanselow (2008) and Georgi

Se tion 6 then shows that the ban on movement from verb-se ond

lauses into verb-nal

lauses

an be derived given the assumptions laid out in se tions

4 and 5, in a way that integrates some of Stauda her's original insights. Finally, se tion
7 addresses some further issues.

2. The Problem
2.1

Data

Two types of nite de larative
(often bridge verbs, though the
headed by a

omplementizer

lauses

an be embedded under

dass

(`that'); (ii) verb-se ond

C position and some XP in Spe C. Both types of

lauses

lauses with nite V in the

omplements as su h appear to be

dass

lause may go to

‡ For listening to one of two ad ho -presentations of the material here and then

ommenting on it, I

transparent for

wh-movement

ertain kinds of verbs

orrelation is far from perfe t) in German: (i)

to Spe C.

Wh-movement

from a
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dass lause or to
wh-movement from

a

a verb-se ond

lause; see (1-ab).

a verb-se ond

a.

(I h weiÿ ni ht) [ CP1 weni
I

whom

know not

ontrast, as shown in (1- d),

lause may only end up in a verb-se ond

(see Tappe (1981), Haider (1984), Reis (1985)).
(1)

1 In

2

lause again

′
meinst [ CP2 ti dass sie ti getroen
you think
that she
met

(dass) du
that

hat ℄℄
has
b.

meinst du

[ CP1 Weni

whom think

′
[ CP2 ti dass sie ti getroen hat ℄℄ ?

you

that she
met
has
′
[ CP2 ti hat sie ti getroen ℄℄ ?
whom think you
has she
met
′
d. *(I h weiÿ ni ht) [ CP1 weni (dass) du meinst [ CP2 ti hat sie ti getroen ℄℄
I
know not
whom that you think
has she
met
.

[ CP1 Weni

meinst du

The same restri tion as in (1-d) holds when movement from Spe V2 to Spe
followed by further

wh-movement,

dass

is

as in (2).

′′
′
er [ CP1 ti dass du meinst [ CP2 ti hat sie getroen ℄℄℄ ?
whom believes he
that you think
has she met

(2) *[ CP0 Weni

glaubt

Furthermore, the restri tion is also a tive when the moved item is a topi
pronoun, as in (3-ab) and (4-ab), respe tively.
(3)

a.

3

or relative

′′
′
er [ CP1 ti dass du meinst [ CP2 ti dass sie getroen
Fritz believes he
that you think
that she met

[ CP0 Den Fritzi glaubt
the
hat ℄℄℄
has

b. *[ CP0 Den Fritzi glaubt
the
(4)

a.

′′
er [ CP1 ti dass du

Fritz believes he

die Frau

b. *die Frau

[ CP1

the woman

that you think

′
meinst [ CP2 ti
whom
you think
′
diei
(wo) du meinst [ CP2 ti
whom
you think

[ CP1 diei

the woman

′
meinst [ CP2 ti hat sie getroen ℄℄℄

(wo) du

rel
rel

has she met

dass sie ti getroen hat ℄℄
that she

met

has

hat sie ti getroen ℄℄
has she

met

1 A omplementizer of CP in senten es like (1-a) must then be deleted in Standard German, but not
1
in diale ts and

olloquial varieties. Following Pesetsky (1998), I assume that

is a PF phenomenon in languages like German and English, with a

that/dass

omplementizer deletion
omplementizer present

in syntax proper.

2 The representations in (1) presuppose that long-distan e movement pro eeds su

essive- y li ally,

via intermediate Spe C positions, and leaves tra es (t) in the positions it targets on its way to the
ultimate landing site. At this point, these assumptions are mainly for

onvenien e; they are shared by

Stauda her's approa h sket hed below, though.

3 (3-a), (4-a) and, perhaps to a lesser extent, (1-b) are marked, or even not possible at all, in some
varieties of German.
from

dass

In what follows, I will only be

lauses a ross the board.

on erned with varieties that permit extra tion
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2.2

3

Analyses

The data have proven remarkably robust over the years, and many attempts have been
made to a

ount for the asymmetry involved. First, it has been suggested that illi it

instan es of movement from a verb-se ond

lo ality ee

t. On this view, the verb-se ond

lause into a verb-nal

dass

lause reveal a

lause a ts as a barrier in (1-d) (as well as in

(3-b) and (4-b)). This then may or may not require some extra assumption about (1- ),
where barrier status of the verb-se ond

lause seems to be voided.

Proposals of this

type in lude Stauda her (1990), Sternefeld (1989) on the one hand, and Reis (1996),
Müller (2004), and He k (2010) on the other.
assigns verb-se ond

The former type of lo ality approa h

lauses barrier status if they are embedded by a verb-nal

in (1-d)) but not if verb-se ond movement takes pla e in the higher
The latter type of lo ality approa h treats verb-se ond
(i.e, in (1-d)

and

lause (as

lause (as in (1- )).

lauses as barriers throughout

(1- )), and attributes the well-formedness of the string in (1- ) to an

alternative option for analysis: (1- ) is assumed to involve a spe ial kind of (integrated)
parenthesis (meinst

du

in (1- ); also

f. Kiziak (2007)). This option is assumed to be

non-existent in (1-d).
Se ond, it has been proposed that the asymmetry in (4) follows from

dire tionality

onstraints on movement of the kind postulated in Kayne (1984) (via `g-proje tions') and
Koster (1987) (via `global harmony'); see Müller (1989,
basi

idea here is that the apparent

h. 6) and Haider (1993b)). The

lash in dire tionality of government (or sele tion)

by an embedded V in a verb-se ond position and a matrix V in a verb-nal position
blo ks movement.
Third, the data have been approa hed in terms of

ment; see Haider (1984), Ste

onstraints against

how & Sternefeld (1988,

improper move-

h. 11.7), Sternefeld (1992), Müller

& Sternefeld (1993), Williams (2003). These approa hes all dier substantially from one
another (ex ept perhaps for Sternefeld (1992) and Williams (2003), whi h both rely on
the version of the

y le proposed in Williams (1974)), but they share a

ommon

ore:

Spe V2 and Spe C positions are viewed as su iently dierent to be able to blo k movement from one to the other as improper. Furthermore, an asymmetry must be built into
the theory of improper movement so as to make a mixing of landing sites possible in
(1-b) (movement may take pla e from Spe C to Spe V2) but not in (1-d) (movement
may not pro eed from Spe V2 to Spe C).
Fourth, I have tentatively pursued an approa h that relies on

shape onservation

(in

the sense of Williams (2003)) in Müller (2003). The idea here is that there is a general
but violable

onstraint that requires left edges of CP to have an identi al shape. This

onstraint is satised in (1-a) and (1- ) but not in (1-b) and (1-d). Again, an asymmetry
needs to be imposed, and this is a hieved by lo al,

y li , bottom-up optimization of

CPs. In this approa h, it turns out that the shape onservation onstraint an be violated
with verb-se ond movement in CP1 in (1-b) be ause, given that CP2 has already been
optimized, other options that would be shape-preserving (spe i ally, failing to
verb-se ond) violate higher-ranked

onstraints. In

ontrast, shape

arry out

onservation

annot

be violated in (1-d) be ause, given that CP2 (with verb-se ond movment) is already in
pla e, verb-se ond movement

an and must apply in CP1 be ause this will give rise only

to a violation of a lower-ranked
not feature-driven).

onstraint (the one that pre ludes movement whi h is
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Finally, there is a strategy that solves the problem in a very simple way, and that
ould be referred to as

data denial:

that extra tion from verb-se ond
all.

avar (1996) and Fanselow & Mahajan (1996)
lauses into

dass

laim

lauses as in (1-d) is possible after

4 This last view is at varian e with the lear robustness that the ee t has exhibited

over the last thirty years or so.

For this reason I will disregard this option in what

follows.
I

annot possibly make an attempt here to dis uss all of these approa hes in detail

and highlight their merits as well as their short omings.

I do believe, however, that

virtually all of them rely on assumptions that are not really independently motivated,
and that very often turn out to be
more, it

onstru tion-spe i

an be noted that none of them is

program, where, e.g., there
like barrier, no

upon

loser inspe tion. Further-

ompatible with basi

an be no designated lo ality

tenets of the minimalist

onstraints employing notions

onstraints that mention dire tionality, and no spe ial

ing improper movement; and where shape

onstraints blo k-

onservation ee ts must be treated as an

epiphenomenon. Thus, if one adopts a minimalist perspe tive, as I will do here, it seems
fair to

on lude that the problem in (1) has not yet re eived a satisfying solution.

That said, I think that many of the basi
extent, also of Sternefeld (1989))

the ban on extra tion from verb-se ond
does without

onstru tion-spe i

insights of Stauda her (1990) (and, to some

an be integrated into a new phase-based approa h to
lauses into verb-nal

assumptions and meets basi

lauses in German that
minimalist demands;

and I will try to show this below. To this end, I rst summarize the proposal in Stauda her (1990) in the next se tion.

3. Stauda her's (1990) Approa h
Stauda her (1990) presents two analyses, whi h share a number of properties (in parti ular, they are both based on the hypothesis that there is a barrier present in (1-d) that
blo ks movement, and that verb-se ond in the matrix

lause as in (1- ) opens up this

barrier via transitivity of indexing) but dier in others (the rst analysis, pp. 330-334,
assumes the matrix VP to be a minimality barrier, whereas the se ond analysis, pp. 334338, assumes the embedded verb-se ond

lause to be a barrier be ause of non-sele tion).

In what follows, I will fo us on the se ond version of the approa h sin e it is this version
that the analysis to be developed below will resemble most.
The rst thing to note is that embedded verb-se ond
a verb-nal

dass

lause (as in (1-d)) are

strong islands,

lauses that are embedded by

in the sense that they uniformly

blo k all kinds of extra tion and do not distinguish between arguments and adjun ts;
ompare the

ases of li it and illi it adjun t movement in (5-ab), whi h are fully parallel

to the argument movement
(5)

a.

I h weiÿ
I
I

′
meinst [ CP2 ti
how you think
′
wiei du meinst [ CP2 ti
how you think

ni ht [ CP1 wiei du

know not

b. *I h weiÿ

ases in (1- ), (1-d).

ni ht [ CP1

know not

dass das

ti gehen soll ℄℄

that that

work

soll

ti gehen ℄℄

das

should that

should

work

4 In a similar vein, Shin (1988, 253) laims that potential problems with the onstru tion in (1-d) are
not synta ti

but pragmati

in nature.
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The Condition on Extra tion Domain in (6) (CED; see Huang (1982), Chomsky (1986))
blo ks both argument and adjun t movement from non- omplements (where

omple-

ments are sisters of lexi al items).

Condition on Extra tion Domain

(6)

(CED):

a.

Movement must not

b.

An XP is a barrier i it is not a

ross a barrier.
omplement.

Assuming the CED to be responsible for the illformedness of (1-d), (5-b) and similar
examples, we are led to looking for a barrier in these

5

ontexts.

A straightforward

appli ation of the CED in (6) to the data in (1) and (6) fa es two basi
embedded verb-se ond
verb like

lauses as in (1- ), (6-b) look like genuine

meinen (`think') sub

ategorizes for a

in the absen e of an obvious alternative
that CP2 is not the

problems. First,

omplements of V  a

omplement and assigns a

θ-role to it, and

andidate, there is no good reason to assume

omplement that the matrix verb is looking for, irrespe tively of

whether verb-se ond movement has or has not applied in CP2 . And se ond, given the
notion of barrier in (6), it is
lause

ompletely un lear how verb-se ond movement in the matrix

ould remove the barrier status of the embedded verb-se ond CP.

To solve the rst problem, Stauda her proposes that the
be rened in su h a way that
avoid barrier status: Being a

on ept of barrier is to

omplement status alone does not su e for an XP to
omplement is viewed as a ne essary but not yet su ient

ondition for non-barriers. His revised notion of barrier is given in (7).
(7)

Condition on Extra tion Domain
a.

Movement must not

b.

An XP is a barrier i it is not

(CED, based on Stauda her (1990)):

ross a barrier.

head-marked.

Head-marking is a somewhat stri ter notion than being a
that, in addition to being a

with) the head of XP must take pla e:
(8)

6

Head-marking (Stauda her (1990, 336)):
α head-marks β i
a. α is a lexi al item, and
b. α is a sister of β that sele ts or is o-indexed

The basi

idea is that CPs with a

omplementizer

sele tion

of (or

with the head of

dass are
dass

matrix verb (be ause the verb sele ts the head of the
verb-se ond

omplement be ause it requires

omplement of a lexi al item,

o-indexing

β.

always head-marked by the
lause), whereas embedded

lauses are not. Although embedded verb-se ond

lauses are sele ted

om-

plements, their verb-se ond head, by assumption, is not sele ted by the matrix verb, and

5 This version of the CED ombines aspe ts of the proposals in Huang (1982), Chomsky (1986), Cinque
(1990), and Manzini (1992). Stauda her (1990) does not a tually invoke the CED; rather he embra es
the more

omplex system in orporating the CED that Chomsky (1986) develops on the basis of Lasnik

& Saito (1984). Where it does not ae t the main points to be made, I ta itly simplify Stauda her's
analysis in various respe ts, and also adjust it to more

urrent terminology.

6 (8) is a simplied version of Stauda her's denition of head-marking, but it su es for present purposes
 the

ompli ations Stauda her introdu es in the proper denition in Stauda her (1990, 336) (and also

already in Stauda her (1987, 13)) do not bear on the issue of extra tion from V/2

lauses.
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thus turns CP into a barrier. The assumption that heads of verb-se ond CPs are not
sele ted re eives independent justi ation  so Stauda her argues  from the observation
that these heads are not lled by lexi al material before verb-se ond movement applies.
More generally, if
se ond

insight that
se ond

dass

omplements are head-marked by V (via head-sele tion) and verb-

omplements are not head-marked by V (via head-sele tion), this

dass

omplements have a

omplements, and it also

lauses, while having

aptures the observation that embedded verb-se ond

omplement status as su h, also exhibit several root properties,

whi h also partially a
pla e.

aptures the

loser relationship with the matrix verb than verb-

ounts for the

7

onditions under whi h they are li ensed in the rst

Thus, a CP with a verb-se ond head is a barrier due to a la k of head-marking, in
ontrast to a CP with a lexi al

omplementizer. This a

ounts for the

examples like (1-a), (1-b) on the one hand (i.e., movement from
lauses or into verb-se ond
from verb-se ond

dass

ontrast between
lauses into

dass

lauess), and examples like (1-d) on the other (i.e., movement

lauses into

dass

lauses).

What remains to be explained is why verb-se ond movement in the matrix

lause

removes the barrierhood of an embedded CP with a verb-se ond head, as in (1- ). At
this point, the option of bringing about head-marking by

o-indexing (as an alternative

to head sele tion) envisaged by (8) be omes relevant. After verb-se ond movement in
the matrix

lause, the following

assumption, implies

o-indexing relations obtain. First, sin e movement, by

hain formation, and members of the same

meinst and its tra e in the V
reason, the wh-phrase wen is o-indexed

hain share an index,

the verb-se ond head

position are

for the same

both with its original tra e in the

obje t position of the embedded

o-indexed.

Se ond,

lause and with the intermediate tra e in the embedded

Spe C position. Third, and this is the

ru ial step in the argument, Stauda her assumes

that there is a pro ess of abstra t agreement between spe ier and head, and that this
agreement relation is also indi ated by

o-indexing. Given that verb-se ond movement is

movement to C, from this it follows that the indi es of the moved

wh-phrase in the matrix

Spe C position and the moved verb in the verb-se ond position in the matrix
also identi al. Fourth, by the same reasoning, the indi es of the intermediate

lause are

wh-tra

e

in the embedded Spe C position and the embedded verb-se ond head are also identi al
as a

onsequen e of abstra t spe ier/head agreement. And nally, by transitivity, this

implies that the indi es of the V tra e of the matrix verb and the verb-se ond C head
of the embedded

lause are also identi al in

se ond movement and
embedded verb-se ond
explains why (1- )

wh-movement

lause leads to head-marking of the

lause, and hen e to a removal of barrier status there.

This

an respe t the CED. Note that this way out is not available in (1-d)

as long as it is assumed that

o-indexing

does not take pla e in the matrix
and the matrix verb are not
matrix V

ases like (1- ). Consequently, joint verb-

in the matrix

annot arise a

lause, so the

identally: In (1-d), verb-se ond

wh-item

in the matrix Spe C position

o-indexed, and the transitivity

annot head-mark the embedded verb-se ond

hain is broken; as a result,

lause.

Summarizing, the gist of Stauda her's proposal is that embedded verb-se ond

lauses

are barriers due to a la k of head-marking by head sele tion, but the barrier status

an

7 On root properties of embedded verb-se ond lauses and similar onstru tions, see Hooper & Thompson (1973), Meinunger (2004), and Bentzen (2009), among others.
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be removed by

ombined verb-se ond and

this results in head-marking by head

wh-movement
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in the matrix

lause be ause

o-indexing.

I take this approa h to be elegant and intuitively appealing, but it seems
it

lear that

annot be maintained as su h under more re ent minimalist assumptions as they are

laid out in Chomsky (2001; 2008) and mu h related work. For one thing, on this view
all

onstraints must either qualify as prin iples of e ient

omputation, or they must be

motivated by properties of the interfa e, and the CED does not meet either requirement.
To the extent that it makes the right predi tions, the CED should therefore be derived
as a theorem from more basi

assumptions. This means that a dierent, arguably less

stipulative reason must be sought that predi ts barrier status of verb-se ond
lauses in (1-d). For another thing, Stauda her's a
tus of verb-se ond

omplement

omplement

ount of the removal of barrier sta-

lauses by verb-se ond movement in the matrix

lause is

not available under minimalist assumptions for a number of reasons. First, this a
relies on indi es and transitivity of

ount

o-indexing, but, following Chomsky's arguments,

o-indexing is not a te hni al devi e that is legitimate under minimalist assumptions (let
alone inhomogeneous

o-indexing of the type that is needed in Stauda her's approa h).

Se ond, there is no room for a

on ept like spe ifer/head agreement if all Agree rela-

tions have their sour e on a lexi al item (more pre isely, a probe feature) and imply
- ommand by this item.

And third, as it stands, Stauda her's a

ount presupposes

either a representational syntax or a derivational syntax that has look-ahead

apa ity

(be ause the question of whether extra tion from the lower

an only

be answered on e the edge domain of the matrix
minimalist analyses are

lause is possible

lause is rea hed); but phase-based

hara terized by the property of being (a) stri tly derivational

and (b) without look-ahead

apa ity.

It is not

lear whether the approa h

ould be

transferred into a derivational system without look-ahead (or ba k-tra king).
In view of this state of aairs, Stauda her's approa h must either be abandoned or
modied appropriately. In what follows, I will show that a new analysis that maintains
main insights of Stauda her's approa h suggests itself on the basis of the approa h
to CED phenomena in Müller (2010) (se tion 4) and a version of the approa hes to
reproje tion movement in Fanselow (2008) and Georgi & Müller (2010) (se tion 5).
More spe i ally, following Stauda her (1990), I will develop an analysis in se tion 6 that
rests on the idea that embedded verb-se ond
as stri tly sele ted as

dass

lauses are barriers be ause they are not

lauses, and that the barrier status

se ond movement in the matrix

an be removed by verb-

lause be ause su h movement in ee t produ es (more

or less, as in the head sele tion/ o-indexing disjun tion in (8-b)) the same
as it is present with

dass

onguration

lauses from the start.

4. CED Ee ts: A Phase-Based Approa h
4.1

Ba kground and Assumptions

In Müller (2010), I argue that a version of the CED (whi h

an be shown to be an

empiri ally viable alternative to the one in (6)) follows from the Phase Impenetrability
Condition (PIC) proposed in Chomsky (2000; 2001; 2008); in what follows I sket h the
outlines of this approa h. The PIC

an be dened as in (9).
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Phase Impenetrability Condition

(9)

(PIC):

The domain of a head X of a phase XP is not a
only X and its edge are a

essible to operations outside XP;

essible to su h operations (where the edge of X in ludes

spe ier(s) of X and X).
Chomsky takes the PIC to

ontribute to e ient

omputation by redu ing sear h spa e

in derivations. Apart from that, one of the PIC's main ee ts is that it for es su
y li

essive-

movement via phase edges; su h movement is possible be ause edge features that

drive it

an be inserted on phase heads. It turns out that CED ee ts follow as PIC

phenomena if the following four assumptions are made: First, all synta ti operations are
driven by features of lexi al items. Se ond, these features are ordered on lexi al items.
Third, all phrases are phases. And nally (and most importantly), edge features that
trigger intermediate movement steps

an be added (in minimal violation of Chomsky's

(2001) In lusiveness Condition) only as long as the phase head is still a tive. The version
of the CED that
(10)

an be derived from the PIC under these assumptions is (10).

Condition on Extra tion Domain
a.

Movement must not

b.

α

(to be derived from the PIC):

ross a barrier.

is a barrier if the operation that has merged

operation in

α

in a phase

Γ

is the nal

Γ.

Let me briey expli ate (but not try to justify or provide ba kground information for) the
four assumptions that must be made. First, all synta ti

operations are feature-driven.

More spe i ally, there are two types of features that drive operations, viz.,

building

stru ture-

features (edge features, sub ategorization features) that trigger (external or

internal) Merge operations and are a

ompanied by bullets ([•F•℄), and

that trigger Agree operations and are a

8

probe

features

ompanied by asterisks ([∗F∗℄).

Se ond, features on lexi al items are ordered. For instan e, if a head X sub ategorizes
for three items A, B and C, where C is to be ome X's

omplement, B is to be ome X's

inner spe ier, and A is to be ome X's outer spe ier, X will inherently be equipped with
a feature list [•C•℄

≻ [•B•℄ ≻ [•A•℄.

Thus, stru ture-building features are lo ated on a

sta k belonging to a lexi al item. This does not only hold for sub ategorization features
that trigger external Merge; it is also the

ase with movement-indu ing features that

trigger internal Merge. For instan e, if the lexi al item X

ontains a fourth stru ture-

building feature Z in addition whi h triggers movement of some designated item, this
will show up most deeply embedded on the feature list: [•C•℄

≻ [•B•℄ ≻ [•A•℄ ≻ [•Z•℄.

In addition to the sta k for stru ture-building features, a lexi al item has a se ond sta k
for probe features. A Last Resort
operation

ondition ensures that a synta ti

(Merge or Agree)

an only take pla e if it dis harges (and thereby removes) a stru ture-building

or probe feature; and only those features are a

essible at any given step of the derivation

that are on the top of a sta k; see (11).

8 The notation follows He k & Müller (2007), whi h in turn ombines various other notation systems
that

an be found in the literature. Note that whereas stru ture-building features for external Merge

(i.e., basi -generation) are

ategorial, stru ture-building features for internal Merge (i.e., movement)

need not be, and often are not  thus,
and so on.

wh-movement

is ee ted by [•wh•℄, topi alization by ([•top•℄,

Movement from Verb-Se ond Clauses Revisited
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(LR):
operation must dis harge (and delete) either [•F•℄ or [∗F∗℄.

a.

Every synta ti

b.

Only features on the top of a feature list are a

essible.

The third assumption is that all phrases are phases. As a

onsequen e,

wh-movement

must pro eed via every XP edge domain on its way to its ultimate target position (the
C[•wh•] node that attra ts it), given the PIC; and similarly for all other movement
dependen ies. This assumption is ne essary to derive (10) in full; if one were to assume
that only CP and vP are phases, only (last-merged) spe iers of CP and VP would be
predi ted to be barriers.
Finally, a restri tion needs to be imposed

on erning the insertion of edge features

that drive intermediate movement steps in Chomsky (2000; 2001). The rst thing to
note is that edge feature insertion
available is an intrinsi

annot be free (or that having edge features freely

property of phase heads; see Chomsky (2007; 2008)). Chomsky

(2000; 2001) suggests that edge features do not
only be inserted on a phase head

after

ome for free, and that edge features

the phase is otherwise

phase head has be ome inert (by having triggered all the operations that it
a

an trigger as

onsequen e of its inherent properties). Cru ially, suppose that the opposite is

Edge features

an only be inserted

before

an

omplete, i.e., after the

the phase is otherwise

orre t:

omplete, i.e., before

the phase head has be ome inert (by having dis harged all its stru ture-building and
probe features). This

an be formulated as the Edge Feature Condition (EFC) in (12-a).

Given reasonably standard assumptions about stri t

y li ity, edge feature insertion

an

only go to the top of the existing sta k of stru ture-building features, as in (12-b). This
ensures a last-in/rst-out property of feature sta ks.
(12)

Edge Feature Condition
An edge feature [•X•℄

(EFC):

an be assigned to the head

γ

of a phase only if (a) and (b)

hold:

4.2

a.

γ

b.

[•X•℄ ends up on top of

has not yet dis harged all its stru ture-building or probe features.

γ 's

list of stru ture-building features.

Analysis

With these assumptions in pla e, it remains to be shown that the CED in (10) now
follows as a theorem from the PIC. Ignoring probe features for Agree for the moment,
the reason why last-merged spe iers a t as barriers is, essentially, this: Suppose that
some item

α

has made it to the edge domain of some phase

as the last operation indu ed by a phase head
further that

α

γ 's

part of the tree

β

(in luding

γ

eventually needs to undergo movement beyond

that bears the feature [•Z•℄ whi h requires su

α

reated so far.

essive- y li

and

β

is now merged

be ause the phase head

movement of

α

is not yet

The dilemma that arises at this point is that, when

in its edge domain) is merged,

γ 's

sta k of stru ture-building features

is empty  the phase head has be ome inert, and the EFC a
feature insertion. This means that

γ

β,

stru ture-building features; suppose

α

annot move from a

β

ordingly pre ludes edge

spe ier to the next higher

spe ier. Assuming a non-re ursive denition of phase edges (su h that the spe ier

of a spe ier of

γ

phase headed by

is not part of the edge of

γ

γ ),

subsequent extra tion of

will invariably violate the PIC 

α

α

a ross the

is too deeply embedded in the

Gereon Müller
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phase

γ

γ

β ).

(it is still part of an intervening phase

The only

on eivable way out of this dilemma would be for edge feature insertion on

to pre ede Merge of

β

(in luding

α),

so that

γ

dis harged its nal stru ture-building feature for

is still a tive (be ause it has not yet

β ).

However, this also does not help:

Either the newly inserted edge feature lands on top of

γ 's

sta k of stru ture-building

features; then, given LR, it is dis harged again (attra ting something from within the
phase established so far)

before β

γ

is merged. Alternatively, the edge feature is inserted

below the nal inherent stru ture-building feature; however, this violates requirement
(12-b) of the EFC. The three failed attempts of establishing an edge feature ([•X•℄) on

γ

to extra t

(13)

α

β

are illustrated in (13).

Last-merged spe iers as barriers:
a.

Edge feature insertion follows spe ier feature dis harge:

γ:
γ:
γ:

→
→
b.

.

[•β •℄
Ø

violates (12-a)

[•X•℄

Edge feature insertion pre edes spe ier feature dis harge, version 1:

γ:
γ:
γ:

→
→

[•β •℄
[•β •℄

≻

[•X•℄

violates (12-b)

[•X•℄

Edge feature insertion pre edes spe ier feature dis harge, version 2:

γ:
γ:
γ:

→
→
In

out of a last-merged spe ier

ontrast,

[•β •℄
[•X•℄

≻

[•β •℄

does not help be ause of (11-b)

[•β •℄

omplements do not have to be barriers. Suppose that the list of stru ture-

building features is not yet empty when a sub ategorization feature for a

α

(in luding some item
dis harged and

δ

enters the stru ture, i.e., the phase head

feature for a spe ier

γ

β

omplement

δ

in its edge domain that needs to undergo further movement) is
left at this point. In this

without violating the EFC, and the edge feature

position in the edge domain of

γ.

γ

still has a stru ture-building

ase, an edge feature
an attra t

α

an be inserted on

out of

δ,

to a spe ier

As a result, the PIC will be respe ted on the next

y le. This is shown s hemati ally in (14).
(14)

Non-last-merged omplements as non-barriers:
Edge feature insertion follows

omplement feature dis harge and pre edes spe ier

feature dis harge:

→
→
→
→

γ:
γ:
γ:
γ:
γ:

[•δ •℄

≻

[•β •℄

≻

[•β •℄

[•β •℄
[•X•℄

violates nothing

[•β •℄
Ø

Note that be ause of the last-in/rst-out property of the EFC/LR-based approa h, intermediate movement steps to phase edges must take pla e

before

a (nal) spe ier is

Movement from Verb-Se ond Clauses Revisited
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tu king in (Ri

hards

(2001)) has applied; but it has not: All movement steps extend the tree. This systemati
ee t (whi h I

all the

Intermediate Step Corollary)

is illustrated for su

essive- y li

movement of some DP2 a ross a VP phase and a vP phase (both of whi h have DP
spe iers) in (15).
(15)

Intermediate movement steps:
...

DP2

vP

′

DP1

v

′

v
v

VP

′

DP3

V

′

V
V

...

...

...

As argued in Müller (2010), this PIC-based approa h to CED phenomena predi ts that
(last-merged) subje ts are barriers both in Spe v and in Spe C; that adjun ts are barriers
(assuming that they are last-merged spe iers of spe ial fun tional proje tions); and that
indire t obje ts bearing dative are barriers (assuming that they are last-merged in Spe V
or as the spe ier of some proje tion between vP and VP). Furthermore, the approa h
predi ts what I

all a

melting ee

t: Subje ts, indire t obje ts and other

ategories that

are normally barriers be ause they are last-merged in their respe tive phases should
ease to be a barrier if the phase head has an additional stru ture-building feature [•Z•℄
triggering movement to an outer spe ier. The reason is that in this situation, an edge
feature should be insertable on the phase head

after a spe

ier is merged, given that the

phase head is still a tive be ause it has some feature [•Z•℄ left that will subsequently
trigger internal Merge. I argue that melting ee ts do indeed o

ur with lo al s rambling

to Spe v and Spe V in German and Cze h, and ensure transparen y of otherwise opaque
subje ts and indire t obje ts. A German example that illustrates the transparen y of an
in-situ subje t for

wh-movement (here giving rise to was für split) after lo

of the obje t to an outer Spe v position is (16-b); in

al s rambling

ontrast, (16-a) shows that the

subje t is opaque in its in situ position (and there is eviden e that the subje t must, or
at least may, stay in situ, in vP, in this
(16)

ontext).

a. *Wasi haben [ DPk ti für Bü her ℄
what have

for booksnom

[ DPj den Fritz ℄

beeindru kt ?

the Fritzacc impressed

Gereon Müller
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b.

Wasi haben [ DPj den Fritz ℄
what have

[ DPk ti für Bü her ℄

the Fritzacc

tj beeindru kt ?

for booksnom

impressed

Still, the system developed so far raises an obvious question: How

an

omplements (i.e.,

rst-merged items) that are also last-merged in their phases evade barrier status? It is at
this point that probe features of phase heads be ome relevant: Probe features
a head a tive, and a

an keep

essible for edge feature insertion, in the same way that stru ture-

building features do. Thus, suppose that a phase head
stru ture-building feature and thereby merged with a

γ , after having dis harged its sole
omplement β , still has a probe

feature [∗F∗℄ left that needs to be

he ked with a mat hing [F℄ feature that is either on

β,

β

or in some

before

γ

β

ategory in luded in

(evidently, this feature [∗F∗℄

has entered the stru ture). In this

has merged with

feature in the
even though
last-merged

β

β,

ase, an edge feature

ould not be

he ked

an be inserted after

and before [∗F∗℄ triggers an Agree operation with a mat hing

omplement

β;

and this means that some

α

an be extra ted out of

is not just rst-merged, but also last-merged in

γ .9

β

(17) illustrates why

omplements do not have to be barriers. They are barriers if there is an

empty sta k of probe features on

γ

(see (17-a)), but they are not barriers if some probe

feature is present (see (17-b)).

Last-merged omplements as non-barriers:

(17)

a.

Edge feature insertion follows

→
→
b.

γ:
γ:
γ:

omplement feature dis harge, no probe feature:

[•β •℄
Ø

violates (12-a)

[•X•℄

Edge feature insertion follows

omplement feature dis harge, with probe fea-

ture:

γ:

[•β •℄

γ:
γ:

[∗F∗℄

[∗F∗℄

→
→

violates nothing

[•X•℄
[∗F∗℄

At this point the question arises of whi h operation is
head

γ

arried out next with the phase

in (17-b): Is it dis harge of the probe feature or is it dis harge of the stru ture-

building feature? Note that what might at rst sight perhaps look as the most obvious
strategy  viz., to immediately get rid of the edge feature that has just been inserted
by

arrying out an intermediate movement step of

α

out of

β

 is problemati

be ause

it in urs a violation of an elementary prin iple of derivational stru ture-building: the
Stri t Cy le Condition (SCC) ( f. Chomsky (1973)). A simple version of the SCC is

9 Depending on whether Agree with a probe feature on γ may also ae t some other ategory in luded in

β , or

only (the head of )

by Bo²kovi¢ (2007)).

β , the

PIC may or may not have to be relaxed for Agree operations (as proposed

Alternatively Agree might then be viewed as taking pla e su

essive- y li ally;

see Legate (2005). Something to this ee t would seem to be required independently for
like agreement of T with nominative obje ts in I elandi
languages like Hindi (but
these

onstru tions

and the analysis of long-distan e agreement in

f. Chomsky (2001) and Bhatt (2005), respe tively, for alternatives that take

onstru tions to argue for a less restri tive notion of phase in general).

Movement from Verb-Se ond Clauses Revisited
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given in (18).
(18)

Stri t Cy le Condition
Within the

(SCC):

ζ,

urrent domain

a synta ti

operation may not ex lusively apply to

positions that are in luded within another domain
If the phase head

γ

therefore be oming
with some item in

β

is merged with

γ 's

α

π

that is dominated by

that has undergone movement out of

β,

ζ.
with

spe ier, subsequent dis harge of the probe feature [∗F∗℄ on

α
γ

will have to violate the SCC be ause this latter operation ex lusively
γ ′ (= π in (18)), whi h is dominated by the

applies to positions that are in luded in
urrent domain
to

γP

in luding

α

(=

ζ

arry out Agree between [∗F∗℄ on

ategory in luded in

α);

in (18)). An a priori possible way out might be

γ

and

α

in the spe ier position (or with some

however, this would violate the

Agree operations (see Chomsky (2001; 2008)). We

β,

some item in
Of

γ,

on lude that the next

arried out with the phase head in (17-b) is dis harge of [∗F∗℄ by Agree with

operation
edge of

- ommand requirement on

an therefore

and this is then followed by movement of

10

α

from the edge of

β

to the

whi h dis harges [•X•℄.

ourse, it must now be ensured that the option for phase heads with empty sta ks

of stru ture-building features of being kept a tive by probe features is not available for
last-merged spe iers. This follows without further ado from the intera tion of the

-

ommand requirement on Agree and the Stri t Cy le Condition. Probe features on a
phase head

an never remove barrier status from a last-merged spe ier be ause (a) a

probe feature

annot

arry out Agree with (some item in) its spe ier due to a la k of

- ommand, and (b) a probe feature

annot

arry out Agree with (some item in) its

omplement after a spe ier has been merged be ause of the SCC. To sum up, lastmerged spe iers

ontinue to be barriers; non-last-merged spe iers and

are not barriers; and last-merged

one or more additional probe feature(s) for Agree with/into the
vast number of (various kinds of ) Agree relations that
lated (involving features like person, gender, number,
ategories),

omplements

omplements are not barriers if the phase head has
omplement. Given the

an (or, in fa t, must) be postuase, tense and other grammati al

omplements, as a rule, will be transparent for extra tion. Only when (a) a

omplement is last-merged and (b) there is no Agree operation with the head that it is a
omplement of

an a

omplement be ome a barrier. In se tion 6, I will argue that su h

an ex eptional situation arises in the
verb-nal

ase of verb-se ond

omplements embedded by a

lause. However, before that, something needs to be said about verb-se ond

movement.

5. Verb-Se ond by Reproje tion
Verb-se ond movement in German is often

on eived of as adjun tion to C that pro eeds

by intermediate adjun tion to T and v, as in (19).

10 Note that the dis ontinuous sequen e of edge feature insertion and edge feature dis harge thus required is unproblemati , given that stru ture-building features and probe features are on dierent sta ks.
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(19)

Verb-Se ond, a standard view:
CP

′
C

XP
C

C

Ti
Ti

vj
Vk

TP

... vP

vj
... VP

...
There are three potential problems with this view. The rst problem is that there do
not seem to strong empiri al arguments for assuming verb-se ond movement to pro eed
from V to v, then from v to T, and nally from T to C (see Haider (1993a) and Roberts

pa e

(2009; 2010),

Sabel (1996)). And assuming that it does so nevertheless gives rise

to various te hni al problems: Stri tly speaking, C attra ts T (not V), T attra ts v
(not V), and only v attra ts V, so the existen e of full verb-se ond movement of V to C
emerges as a fortunate oin iden e going ba k to a onspira y of three separate movement
rules. If the view embodied in (19) is

orre t, we might expe t phenomena (in minimally

diering varieties of German, e.g., earlier stages of the language, or regional variants) like
bare T-to-C movement or V-to-v-to-T movement stopping there, for whi h there is no
onvin ing eviden e (see the above referen es for dis ussion). These
me to

on lude that verb-se ond movement does not pro eed via su

onsiderations lead
essive adjun tion

to higher heads.
The se ond problem is that one never nds
tion of C as

dass

ases in German where there is a realiza-

together with an adja ent verb-se ond head, as in (20-a). Given that

there are varieties of German that do not respe t the Double Comp Filter (i.e., that
allow a simultaneous realization of
this is unexpe ted.

dass

and some other item in the CP edge domain),

Furthermore, it seems that there

simultaneous realization of

dass

are

substandard instan es of a

and verb-se ond in Modern German after all (and, de-

pending on the analysis, perhaps also in Old High German), but these look exa tly like
their S andinavian

ounterparts, with a sequen e C+topi

+V2, as

in (20-b) (see Lenerz

(1984), Müller & Sternefeld (1993); and Axel (2007) and Freywald (2009) for re ent
dis ussion

on erning Old High German and Modern German substandard varieties,

respe tively).
(20)

a.

*(I h glaube,) [ CP sie hati -dass [ TP ihn getroen ti ℄℄
I

believe

she has-that

him met
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/#
(I h glaube,) [ CP dass [ den Fritz hat [ TP sie getoen ti ℄℄
b. *
I

believe

The third problem

that

the Fritz has

she met

on erns the nature of head movement as adjun tion to another head

in general. As is well known, this view of head movement
respe t to highly general (and independently motivated)
the

reates several problems with
onstraints on movement, e.g.,

- ommand requirement for tra es (whi h is a sub ase of the SCC;

f.

(18)); see

Brody (2001), Mahajan (2001), Abels (2003), Müller (2004), and Matushansky (2006)
(among others) for dis ussion. This problem

an be solved by assuming that head move-

ment is not adjun tion but reproje tion, in the sense that a head moves out of a phrase
and remerges with it, proje ting its label in the derived position. Reproje tion movement of a nite verb is expli itly assumed for German verb-se ond

lauses in Ste how

& Sternefeld (1988), based to some extent on Reis (1985) who had argued that
lauses and verb-se ond

lauses should be treated as

dass

ategorially dierent (essentially

CP vs. VP). Both Ste how & Sternefeld (1988) and Sternefeld (1989) assume that treating verb-se ond as reproje tion movement is a pre ondition for deriving the asymmetry
between

dass

lauses (whi h are assumed to be CPs) and verb-se ond

respe t to extra tion into

dass

lauses (VPs) with

lauses. Subsequent approa hes that analyse instan es

of verb movement (in luding, in some

ases, verb-se ond movement) by reproje tion

in lude Holmberg (1991), A kema, Neeleman & Weerman (1993), Koeneman (2000),
Haider (2000), Hornstein & Uriagereka (2002), and Fanselow (2003; 2008).
In what follows, I adopt a reproje tion analysis of verb-se ond
that

11

lauses in German

ombines aspe ts of the approa hes to reproje tion in Fanselow (2008), Georgi &

Müller (2010) and other work just mentioned (but that nevertheless diers from all these
approa hes in
The basi
that it

ertain minor respe ts).
idea is that a head

annot possibly

around that it might

γ

12

may be equipped with a

ertain probe feature [∗F∗℄

he k in situ, for the simple reason that there is no goal feature
he k it with.

mat hing goal feature in the

There are two possibilities:

- ommand domain of

γ

Either there is no

at all (re all that Agree requires

- ommand), or there is a mat hing goal feature that has already been

he ked with

some other probe earlier in the derivation, so it is not available anymore for
ase,

γ

may, as a last resort operation (a

Last Resort

on ept whi h is not to be

γ.

In this

onfused with the

ondition introdu ed in se tion 3 above), undergo reproje tion movement in

order to nd a mat hing goal and dis harge its probe feature [∗F∗℄ under

- ommand.

11 As noted by Fanselow (2008), reproje tion analyses of verb-se ond in German to some degree resemble
the

lassi

approa hes developed in Bierwis h (1963) and Thiers h (1978), whi h had been superseded

by the standard analysis in (19) going ba k to den Besten (1977).

12 As a side remark, and anti ipating the analysis of the data in (1) given in the next se tion, let me
point out that, unlike Ste how & Sternefeld (1988) and Sternefeld (1989), I will not so mu h exploit
reproje tion movement and the

ategorial dieren e (CP vs. VP) between

lauses that goes along with it to a
i.e., the basi

status of verb-se ond

dass

lauses and verb-se ond

ount for the dieren e in grammati ality between (1-a) and (1-d);
lauses as barriers will not ne essarily be tied to their being VPs

rather than CPs (although this will turn out to be one of several possibilities). Rather, reproje tion
movement will be required to explain the dieren e between (1- ) and (1-d); i.e., it will oer a simple
a

ount of the fa t that verb-se ond movement in the matrix

embedded verb-se ond

lause into a transparent domain.

lause destroys barrierhood and turns an
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ases of reproje tion movement investigated in Georgi & Müller (2010) are typi-

ally highly lo al; in parti ular, in that paper we are

on erned with word order variation

in NPs that is derived by extremely lo al reproje tion movement of N.
verb-se ond movement by reproje tion
operation if verb-se ond

14 In

ontrast,

annot be su h an extremely lo al movement

lauses in German have a full TP-vP-VP stru ture, and if verb-

se ond movement targets a position outside of TP. Indeed, there seems to be eviden e
in abundan e for assuming that verb-se ond
stru ture. For instan e, in
subje ts

dass

lauses in German have a full TP-vP-VP

lauses as in non-subje t initial verb-se ond

an pre ede weak pronouns (ex ept for items in the

there is a designated TP

Vorfeld),

lauses, only

whi h follows if

ategory whose spe ier a ts as a target for optional subje t

raising (as argued in Grewendorf (1989)), and s rambling

annot go beyond the vP/VP

domain. Moreover, asymmetries between (in-situ) subje ts and other arguments with
respe t to sub ategorization by V, verb phrase topi alization, extra tion, binding, and
so on, are the same in

dass

lauses and verb-se ond

lauses, and to the extent that these

dieren es motivate a vP/VP distin tion, they do so in both

ontexts. Similarly, it is

lear that, sin e verb-se ond movement may end up in a position pre eding a subje t that
in turn pre edes a weak obje t pronoun (whi h in turn may pre ede a non-pronominal
obje t), it must target a position outside of TP. The question then is: How does V get
there?
Here is a suggestion. Suppose that the Mün hhausen probe feature on a V that is to
undergo verb-se ond movement by reproje tion is [∗T∗℄ (see Fanselow (2008, se t. 3.3));
su h a feature is optionally instantiated on V in the numeration, and it indi ates a
spe ial relation that
proje tion.
[∗T∗℄

ertain kinds of V (viz., verb-se ond Vs) have to enter with a TP

Suppose further that, if V takes an obje t with

an never be dis harged with a lower TP that it

the embedded

lause is a verb-se ond

lausal stru ture inside,

- ommands. This is obvious if

lause itself (be ause in this

ase, the embedded

verb-se ond head will have undergone Agree with TP already, and TP is not a

essible

for Agree anymore sin e it does not have an a tive goal). We may assume that it also
holds in

ases where a proper C (like

dass)

sub ategorizes TP, perhaps be ause C also

has a probe feature [∗T∗℄ in addition to the sub ategorization feature [•T•℄ that triggers
merge of C and TP; note that sin e a last-merged

omplement TP of C is transparent

for extra tion, the approa h to CED ee ts sket hed in se tion 4 presupposes that there
is

some

probe feature on C that keeps C a tive for edge feature insertion in order to

13 The name is self-explanatory: Baron Mün hhausen es apes from a swamp (where he is trapped
on the ba k of his horse) by pulling himself up by his hair.
synta ti

theory arguably goes ba k to Sternefeld's (1991)

The use of the name `Mün hhausen' in

hara terization of an operation employed in

Chomsky's (1986) theory of barriers: Here, VP is a barrier, but a V moved to I

an belatedly justify its

own (originally impossible) movement a ross the VP barrier by L-marking VP and removing barrierhood


learly a

ase of pulling oneself up by one's own hair. (In identally, Stauda her's (1990) analysis in

terms of transitivity of

o-indexing is not too dissimilar in this respe t.) Fanselow (2003) applies the

on ept to reproje tion movement (`Mün hhausen-style head movement').

14 This in turn solves a number of problems that arise under the lassi view that nominal proje tions
are NPs, with DP as a spe ier of N, rather than DPs, with NP as a
issue is orthogonal to my present
DPs.

on erns, so I will

omplement of D. However, this

ontinue to assume that nominal proje tions are
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move something out of TP's edge domain.
embedded T in the
of V is to

17

15 Thus, irrespe tively of whether there is an

- ommand domain or not, the only way to dis harge a [∗T∗℄ feature

arry out reproje tion movement. Consequently, V[∗T∗] undergoes movement

to the next phase edge, and from there to the next phase edge, until it nally rea hes
a position from whi h it
[∗T∗℄ under

an reproje t a VP and dis harge its Mün hhausen feature

- ommand of T  i.e., the movement operation as a whole is non-lo al, but

like all other movement operations, long-distan e reproje tion movement is

omposed

of a series of smaller steps, as required by the PIC. This derivation is shown in (21)
(with

◦

marking the intermediate positions su

essively o

upied by V on its way to its

reproje tion position, and the dashed arrow from V to T indi ating the Agree relation
that provides the trigger for verb-se ond movement).

Verb-Se ond by reproje tion:

(21)

VP

′
V

XP
V[∗T∗]

TP

′
T

DP

T

◦

′

vP

T

tDP

v

′

v

◦

′

VP
DP

v

◦

The assumption that verb-se ond in German looks as in (21) gives rise to various questions.

16 An obvious one on erns the Head Movement Constraint (HMC): This analysis

15 If it is assumed that some other feature than [∗T∗℄ is involved in C-T Agree, this would make the
same predi tion as long as it is ensured that this Agree operation makes T an ina tive goal for Agree
with a higher V.

16 It also makes some further interesting predi tions. Consider, for instan e, the well-known fa t that
some morphologi ally

omplex verbs

an o

ur in nite form in a verb-nal position, but fail to parti -

ipate in V/2 fronting (see Haider (1992) and Koopman (1995), among many others):
(i)

a.

dass sie

die Oper hier ur-auf-führen

that they the opera here perform rst
b.

*Sie führen die Oper hier ur-auf

.

*Sie auf-führen die Oper hier ur

Gereon Müller
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of verb-se ond in terms of reproje tion movement of V to the TP domain takes pla e
via lo al steps (viz., via all intermediate edge domains); however, it

learly violates the

HMC be ause the intervening heads v and T are skipped by the operation. Arguably,
though, this is not a problem sin e the HMC

an be shown to be too stri t anyway;

see in parti ular Roberts (2009; 2010), who argues that various kinds of head movement operations must be able to freely

ross intervening head positions (among them

long verb movement in Breton, V movement in predi ate
and Hebrew,

left

onstru tions in Spanish

liti - limbing in Italian and, in identaly, also verb-se ond movement in

German).
Se ond, we may ask whether the intermediate movement steps of V[∗T∗] are triggered
by edge features, like all other

ases of su

essive- y li movement. Indeed, there is every

reason to assume that they are (note parti ularly that all extra tion takes pla e from
omplements, so edge features

an be inserted in line with the EFC in (12)).

Third, why does V reproje t, rather than just ending up as a further spe ier of TP?
A simple (and standard) answer here
of them

ould be that if two items are

ombined, only one

an have the feature that indu es this operation, and the item that does will

17

always be the one that proje ts.
Fourth, it is so far not
into existen e that

lear how the spe ier XP of the verb-se ond head V

omes

loses o the VP in (21). In the general type of approa h adopted

here, there must be a stru ture-building feature that triggers pla ement of some XP in
the rst position.

There are various possibilities as to how this

in the present system.

For

on reteness, suppose that a V

an be implemented

ategory that is equipped

with the feature [∗T∗℄ indu ing verb-se ond must (or may, depending on the analysis of
apparant verb-rst stru tdures) also bear a stru ture-building feature
in the reproje tion position. Su h a feature may trigger
the

reating a spe ier

wh-movement

([•wh•℄), as in

ases in (1), or topi alization ([•top•℄), as in an example like (3), but typi ally

not relativization ([•rel•℄), sin e relative
verb-se ond 

lauses in German standardly do not involve

f. (4), but also Gärtner (2000) for some ex eptions. In order to avoid a

dis harge of this stru ture-building feature while V is still in situ, it
a feature like [•wh•℄ or [•top•℄ on V[∗T∗]

omes with a dia riti

an be assumed that

that makes its dis harge

dependent on a prior dis harge of the probe feature [∗T∗℄ driving verb-se ond. This is
shown in (22) for

d.

wh-movement and topi

alization respe tively, on the basis of the entry

*Sie ur-auf-führen die Oper hier

This is a priori di ult to a

ount for if verb-se ond movement

attra ting feature on an invariant C; in the present approa h, one
for

ertain

an uniformly be tra ed ba k to some
an simply assume a redundan y rule

omplex verbs that systemati ally blo ks the presen e of [∗T∗℄ on su h a verb.

17 Upon loser s rutiny, a bit more must be said, though. Why an't V stay in the spe ier position of
T, dis harging its probe feature [∗T∗℄ and proje ting there? If it does, the stru ture-building feature for
T's DP spe ier (the EPP property)

an never be satised. So T must be able to remain in a position

for a while from whi h he king would in prin iple be possible, and then move again to a further position
outside of TP to a tually

arry out the

he king (otherwise the SCC would be violated). Note that sin e

this last operation te hni ally goes to a position

beyond

the TP phase, the earlier intermediate step to

a Spe T position is required.  That said, nothing in what follows would inherently be in ompatible
with an analysis of verb-se ond as movement to a spe ier of TP, with V′ in (21) reinterpreted as T′ or
TP; to rea h this result, one would have to give up the assumption that the label of a
is determined by the daughter that has
for

reating that

omplex

ategory.

omplex

ategory

ontributed the operation-indu ing feature that is responsible
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for V in (21).
(22)

19

18

≻ [•wh•℄([∗T∗]) , [∗T∗℄
([∗T∗])
[•DP•℄ ≻ [•top•℄
, [∗T∗℄

a.

V: [•DP•℄

b.

V:

ourse of the derivation, a V as in (22-ab) rst dis harges [•DP•℄ by merging

In the

with a DP that be omes its

omplement; then it undergoes su

essive- y li

movement

steps via intermediate edge domains (for ed by the PIC, and permitted by the EFC)
until it

an dis harge its Mün hausen feature (the

reproje tion, taking TP as its

ategorial probe feature [∗T∗℄ by

omplement; and nally, this opens up the possibility of

dis harging the movement-indu ing feature ([•wh•℄ or [•top•℄) by

reating a spe ier;

in a sense, [∗T∗℄ on V lo ks an operator movement feature, and the dis harge of [∗T∗℄
unlo ks it.

19

Fifth, the question arises why C
from marked

distribution is derived by assuming
not.

annot embed a verb-se ond VP (abstra ting away

ongurations like the one in (20-b)).

Standardly, the

omplementary

ategorial identity, whi h the present approa h does

20 In the present approa h, a simple analysis suggests itself: C is equipped with a

stru ture-building feature [•T•℄, but reproje tion movement of V in verb-se ond
has

reated a VP, whi h C

annot sub ategorize.

lauses

Consequently, we are led to the

on lusion that C only shows up optionally in a numeration (or subarray)  if it does in
the presen e of verb-se ond movement, the derivation will

rash.

21

18 I abstra t away here from other possible probe features on V that it may he k with its argument
DP or some item in luded in it.

19 As noted, alternative approa hes are possible. One ould, for instan e, assume that stru ture-building
features and probe features do not show up on two separate sta ks, but are a tually ordered with respe t
to one another on a single sta k. In the

ase at hand, an initial order [•DP•℄

make it possible to do without the dia riti

≻ [∗T∗℄ ≻ [•wh•℄

arguably more stipulative than the approa h envisaged here be ause an order like [•DP•℄

≻ [∗T∗℄

generalized variant thereof ) follows from the general make-up of the theory (a probe feature
dis harged if there is some

would

on the movement-indu ing feature, but su h a theory is
(or a

an only be

ategory present that provides a goal) and thus does not have to be stated

as su h.
Furthermore, it might be that the present approa h to lling the rst position in verb-se ond

lauses in

German is not yet ne-grained enough. Frey (2004) and Fanselow (2003; 2008) argue that one should
formally distinguish between unmarked realizations and marked realizations of the rst position in
verb-se ond

lauses, with the former

verb-se ond

lause that would normally also show up at the edge of the TP or vP domain, and the

latter

ase involving, apparently, just items at the left periphery of the

ase involving information-stru turally marked items, as, e.g., in

topi alizations.

wh-

lauses and long-distan e

If this is right, one might want to address it by permitting an underspe ied edge

feature [•X•℄ as a third option for an intrinsi

feature on a verb-se ond V: [•X•℄ dis harge would

then imply moving whatever happens to be the

losest TP- or vP-internal item to the spe ier of the

reproje ting verb (given a

onstraint like the Minimal Link Condition; see Fanselow (1991), Chomsky

(2001)), whereas [•wh•℄ (or [•top•℄) dis harge would imply moving the

losest

wh-item (or [top℄-marked

item).

20 However, note that

ategorial identity in the stri t sense is not available under the standard ap-

proa h either, given stru tures like (20-a); and also note the problem raised by (20-a) in this
Furthermore, Ste how & Sternefeld (1988, 402-405) show that the idea of a
of verb-se ond and

dass

is problemati

ontext.

omplementary distribution

to begin with.

21 A further derivation that must be ruled out has C merging with TP before reproje tion movement
of V. This follows if last resort operations like reproje tion movement obey an earliness requirement, as
assumed in Georgi & Müller (2010): The Mün hhausen feature is dis harged as soon as possible.

Gereon Müller
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Mu h more would ultimately have to be said about a reproje tion approa h to German verb-se ond

lauses. However, I will refrain from doing so sin e the only thing that

is of fundamental importan e for the PIC-based approa h to the data in (1) to be developed in the next se tion is really just the assumption (adopted from Fanselow (2008))
that a V that undergoes verb-se ond movement in the derivation has an additional
operation-indu ing feature that is absent when V stays in situ, in a

dass

lause.

6. A PIC-Based Approa h
Now the system is basi ally in pla e that makes it possible to derive the the pattern
in (1) from the PIC, in a way that in orporates Stauda her's (1990) hypothesis that
verb-se ond

lauses are barriers be ause they are not as stri tly sele ted as

dass

lauses,

and that the barrierhood is lifted by verb-se ond movement be ause this gives rise to
a

onguration that resembles the one found with

dass

lauses. There is just one more

assumption that is needed: In the examples in (1), the most deeply embedded
both rst-merged (i.e., a
lause

lause is

omplement) and last-merged. This implies that the embedded

an only be transparent for extra tion if V is equipped with another operation-

indu ing feature that keeps it a tive (for edge feature insertion to be possible) after the
lause is merged. As I will show momentarily, this state of aairs lies at the

ore of the

3-out-of-4 pattern in (1). However, the grammati ality status does not vary noti ably
when an additional argument is added, as in (23-ab), whi h
and (1-d), respe tively (the added argument is in itali s).
(23)

a. ?(I h weiÿ
I

ni ht) [ weni

know not

that

ompared with (1-a)

ihm

′
gesagt hast [ ti dass sie ti
you him told
have
that she

(dass) du

whom

an be

22

getroen hat ℄℄
met

has

b. *(I h weiÿ
I

ni ht) [ weni

know not

whom

that

ihm

′
gesagt hast [ ti hat sie ti
you him told
have
has she

(dass) du

getroen ℄℄
met
Against the ba kground of the theory developed so far, the
this is that

lausal

on lusion to be drawn from

omplements are always the only items merged in a VP; a further non-

subje t argument will then be merged in some separate proje tion between vP and VP.
Therefore, a stru ture-building feature for an indire t obje t

an never make extra tion

22 At least, there is no systemati improvement of the verb-nal/verb-se ond ombination; quite on the
ontrary, as a tenden y the results get somewhat worse throughout. In identally, (23-b) is not quite
fully well formed even if there is no movement from the embedded verb-se ond
(i)

a.

(I h weiÿ) [ dass du
I

know

I
If this ee t

know

f. (i-a) vs. (i-b).

gesagt hast [ sie hat ihn getroen ℄℄

that you said

b. ??(I h weiÿ) [ dass du

lause;

ihm

have

she has him met

gesagt hast [ sie hat ihn getroen ℄℄

that you him said

have

she has him met

ould be shown to be systemati , no additional assumption would be required for the

in (23). However, there still seems to be a

ases

ontrast between (i-b) and (23-b), and this implies (23-b)

annot solely be due to general non-li ensing of embedded verb-se ond in the presen e of a se ond
argument in VP.
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from a CP possible by keeping the V head a tive. Possibly, this assumption should be
generalized, su h that indire t obje ts and dire t obje ts are always merged in dierent
proje tions, even when the dire t obje t is non- lausal. On this view, extra tion from
a

omplement of V always depends on the availability of some additional probe feature

on V.

dass

Here, then, is the analyis of the pattern in (1): Both
se ond

omplements and verb-

omplements enter the stru ture via a sub ategorization feature on V ([•C•℄ and

[•V•℄, respe tively). However, the former

lause type re eives a spe ial identi ation in

the form of a probe feature on V that agrees with it; su h a feature is absent from V
if it embeds a verb-se ond

lause. For present purposes, it does not really matter what

exa tly this additional probe feature on V that dis riminates between
verb-se ond

lauses looks like. One might spe ulate that it is a

to be nominal, CPs might need
dis ussed

φ

ase, whi h verbal

dass

lauses and

ase feature (assuming C

ategories do not); but this question is

ontroversially in the literature. An alternative would be to postulate abstra t

dass

features on a

lause (but not on a verb-se ond

assume that the probe feature in question is a

ategorial

lause). For now, I will simply
probe feature of just the type

en ountered in the previous se tion, the only dieren e being that it does not trigger
reproje tion movement be ause it
the

ase of a

omparable

dass

an be

he ked by V under

- ommand.

Thus, in

lause, matrix V may bear a probe feature [∗C∗℄; but there is no

ategorial probe feature on matrix V for a verb-se ond

lause. I take this to

be a relatively straightforward and faithful transfer of Stauda her's (1990) distin tion
in terms of head-marking via head-sele tion (dass

23

lauses are head-sele ted, verb-se ond

lauses are not).

Given the approa h to CED ee ts in se tion 4, this a

dass

ounts for the transparen y of

lauses: At the point of the derivation where an edge feature needs to be inserted

on the matrix V to make movement from the edge of CP to the edge of VP possible,
V is a tive be ause it still bears [∗C∗℄.

The reason why

dass

omplements of V are

transparent for extra tion (see (1-a), (1-b)) thus follows in exa tly the way outlined in
(17-b) above for last-merged

dass

lause into a

(24)

(I h weiÿ
I

dass

omplements in general. Consider rst movement from a

lause, as in (1-a). (1-a) is repeated here as (24).

ni ht) [ CP1 weni

know not

whom

24

′′
′
[ VP ti meinst [ CP2 ti dass sie ti
you
think
that she

(dass) du
that

getroen hat ℄℄℄
met
The

has

hanges in feature- omposition on the matrix V

meinst

in (24) are illustrated in

(25).

23 Why an a V with a feature [•V•℄ not merge with a (nite or non-nite) bare VP with an in situ V
head that is not equipped with [∗T∗℄? Perhaps the most straightforward answer might be that it

an,

but that the resulting stru ture is uninterpretable sin e the lower  lause does not have a subje t (in
addition, an obje t in the lower VP

ould not have its

ase feature

he ked).

24 Although there are many more intermediate movement steps, given the assumption of se tion 4
that all phrases are phases, I add here only the tra e in the matrix VP position that signals that the
movement step from the CP2 edge to the matrix VP edge is legitimate.
insert tra es here only for
to movement are also

onvenien e;

 Note in identally that I

opy theory, multidominan e or radi ally tra eless approa hes

ompatible with the present analysis.

Gereon Müller
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(25)

CP omplements as non-barriers, matrix V in situ:
V:

[•C•℄
[∗C∗℄

→
→

V:

[∗C∗℄

V:

[•X•℄

violates nothing

[∗C∗℄
After the edge feature [•X•℄ is inserted, [∗C∗℄ is dis harged, triggering Agree, and nally,
[•X•℄ is dis harged, triggering extra tion from the CP

25

omplement. The relevant part

of the derivation of (24) is shown in (26).
(26)

CP omplements as non-barriers:
VP
V

′

CP

V

DP

C

wen

′

meinst:

C

TP

dass

...

Note that this a

ount of

dass

lause transparen y is

of verb movement in the higher
from a

dass

[∗C∗℄

[•X•℄

ompletely independent of the issue

lause. Therefore, senten es like (1-b), with movement

lause into a verb-se ond

lause, re eive essentially the same treatment;

(1-b) is repeated here as (27) (with CP1 repla ed with VP1 , in line with new analysis of
verb-se ond developed in se tion 5).
(27)

[ VP1 Weni

′′
′
[ VP ti [ CP2 ti dass sie ti getroen hat ℄℄℄ ?
you
that she
met
has

meinst du

whom think

The only relevant dieren e to (24) is that matrix V has an additional probe feature,
viz., the [∗T∗℄ feature that triggers reproje tion movement. Given that probe features
are ordered on their sta k in the same way that stru ture-building features are on theirs,
it must be assumed that the order is [∗C∗℄ (to be dis harged with the CP
by V in situ)
of V).

≻ [∗T∗℄

omplement

(to be dis harged with the matrix TP after reproje tion raising

26 Thus, edge feature insertion an respe t the EFC on matrix V, as indi ated in

(28).

25 Dashed lines indi ate that the operation has not yet been arried out at this stage of the derivation,
and that the stru ture has not yet been

reated; the arrow

ւ

signals edge feature insertion.

26 Then again, no aspe t of the present analysis really for es the view that probe features are ordered,
too. In the present

ontext, this assumption is mainly (and weakly) justied by

to homogeneity and uniformity of feature sta ks.

onsiderations pertaining
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CP omplements as non-barriers, matrix V undergoes V2:
V:

[•C•℄
[∗C∗℄

→
→

V:

[∗C∗℄

V:

[•X•℄
[∗C∗℄

≻ [∗T∗℄
≻ [∗T∗℄

violates nothing

≻ [∗T∗℄

Ex ept for the additional [∗T∗℄ feature, the relevant part of the derivation of (27) is
identi al to what is shown in (26).
Things are dierent with embedded verb-se ond
from a verb-se ond

lause into a verb-se ond

lauses. Let us turn to movement

lause rst; the example in (1- ) is given

again in (29) (with CP repla ed by VP, and an intermediate tra e in the edge domain
of the matrix VP added).
(29)

[ VP1 Weni

′′
′
[ VP ti [ VP2 ti hat sie ti getroen ℄℄℄ ?
you
has she
met

meinst du

whom think

(29) is well formed, whi h implies that an edge feature
an item in the edge domain of its sole verb-se ond

omplements, by assumption, are not identied by a
keep the V head a tive), like

dass

made in se tion 5 be omes relevant a

an be inserted on matrix V for

omplement even though verb-se ond
ategorial probe feature (that would

lauses are. It is at this point that the assumption
ording to whi h verb-se ond movement is brought

about by a Mün hhausen feature on V that triggers reproje tion movement (viz., [∗T∗℄).
Cru ially, this feature is present on matrix V in its in situ position in (29), and this is
the reason why V is still a tive (after it has merged with the verb-se ond
therefore a

essible for edge feature insertion. The

lause), and

hanging feature stru ture on matrix

V in the relevant part of the derivation is shown in (30).
(30)

VP omplements as non-barriers, matrix V undergoes V2:
V:

[•V•℄
[∗T∗℄

→
→

V:

[∗T∗℄

V:

[•X•℄
[∗T∗℄

The de isive stage of the derivation itself is illustrated in (31).

violates nothing

Gereon Müller
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(31)

VP omplements as non-barriers:
VP

′
V
VP

V

DP

V

wen

In the three

′

meinst:

V

TP

hat

...

[∗T∗℄

[•X•℄

ases dis ussed so far, there is at least one probe feature on matrix V that

keeps the head a tive and thereby permits edge feature insertion for movement out of
the

lausal

omplement: In (24), there is [∗C∗℄; in (29), there is [∗T∗℄, and in (27), there

is both [∗C∗℄ and [∗T∗℄. However, in the
into a

dass

ase of movement from a verb-se ond

lause

lause as in (1-d), repeated here as (32) (with slightly modied labelling),

there is no [∗C∗℄ on the matrix V (be ause the verb-se ond

omplement is not stri tly

sele ted, or head-sele ted, in Stauda her's (1990) terminology), and there is no [∗T∗℄
on the matrix V either (be ause the matrix
(32) *(I h weiÿ
I

ni ht) [ CP1 weni

know not

whom

lause is not a verb-se ond

lause).

′
meinst [ VP2 ti hat sie ti getroen ℄℄
you think
has she
met

(dass) du
that

Consequently, the matrix V head be omes inert after it has dis harged its sub ategorization feature and merged with the verb-se ond
annot apply, and a PIC violation therefore
pro eeded beyond the matrix VP phase.

omplement: Edge feature insertion

annot be avoided on e the derivation has

This a

ounts for the illformedness of (32).

The impoverished feature stru ture of matrix V in this derivation is shown in (33).
(33)

VP omplements as barriers, matrix V stays in situ:
→

V:

[•V•℄

V:



The problemati

[•X•℄ insertion impossible

step of the derivation itself is illustrated in (34).
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VP omplements as barriers:

(34)

VP

′
V
x

VP
DP
wen

This

V
V

′

meinst

V

TP

hat

...

on ludes the a

ount of the pattern in (1) that is the subje t of the present arti le:

The restri tion on movement from verb-se ond

lauses to verb-nal

lauses

an be de-

rived if Stauda her's (1990) main assumptions are transferred into the PIC-based a

ount

of CED ee ts in Müller (2010) and enri hed by a reproje tion approa h to verb-se ond
movement that lo ates the operation-indu ing feature on V, as in Fanselow (2008). The
one thing that has been lost from Stauda her's original analysis in the

ourse of doing

so is transitivity of indexing as a means to remove barrier status from an embedded
verb-se ond

lause; sin e this devi e is either representational or demanding look-ahead

apa ity, and sin e its work

an straightforwardly be done by the reproje tion-indu ing

probe feature on matrix V against the ba kground of the theory in Müller (2010), I take
this loss to be unproblemati .

7. Some Further Issues
Of

ourse, the approa h just sket hed raises a number of further issues. I will

onne

myself to addressing three of them here.
First, the question arises of what happens with periphrasti
an auxiliary undergoes verb-se ond movement in the matrix

verb forms where, say,

lause and the main verb

stays in situ. As shown in (35-ab), the pattern remains the same as in (1- ), (1-d) (=
(29), (32)):
(35)

′′
′
[ VP ti gemeint [ VP2 ti hat sie ti getroen ℄℄℄ ?
whom have you
thought
has she
met
′
b. *(I h weiÿ ni ht) [ CP1 weni (dass) du gemeint hast [ VP2 ti hat sie ti
I
know not
whom that you thought have
has she
a.

[ VP1 Weni

hast du

getroen ℄℄
met
The

hallenge here is to a

ount for the fa t that raising of the higher auxiliary

lift barrierhood of the verb-se ond
the matrix

lause.

an

lause even though the main verb stays in situ in

There are several ways to solve this problem.

27

A rst strategy

27 Closer inspe tion reveals that this problem shows up in a number of analyses of the pattern in (1),
among them the one pursued by Stauda her (1990). In his system, one would have to assume that the
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might be to assume that in fa t not all phrases are phases after all: In extended (verbal)
proje tions, only the highest proje tion

ounts as a phase. This would derive the pattern

in (35), but it would require further assumptions for extra tion from

dass

lauses in

dass

ontexts where there is an auxiliary in situ in the matrix

lauses into
lause, as in

(36) ( ompare (1-a) = (24)). The reason is that it would be un lear why a probe feature
on the lower V head (i.e., the main verb)

ould render an otherwise ina tive higher V

head (i.e., the auxiliary) a tive.
(36)

(I h weiÿ
I

ni ht) [ CP1 weni
whom

know not

′′
′
[ VP ti gemeint hast [ CP2 ti dass sie ti
you
thought have
that she

(dass) du
that

getroen hat ℄℄℄
met

has

I will therefore pursue a slightly dierent approa h here and postulate that an auxiliary
(or modal) verb and its asso iate main verb are base-generated as a single
head, and reproje tion movement of the nite part of the

omplex

omplex head pro eeds via

ex orporation, mu h as with parti le stranding under verb-se ond.
Se ond, throughout this arti le I have presupposed that
merged in the
omplement
in the

omplement

anoni al (left-peripheral) obje t position in German.

lauses typi ally undergo extraposition; in fa t, extraposition is obligatory

ase of verb-se ond

omplements (see Ste how & Sternefeld (1988), He k (2010)),

and also if extra tion from a

lause has applied (arguably a synta ti

y li ity in German; see Müller (1999), Lahne (2009)).
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Third, it

dass

reex of su

essive

On the view adopted here,

obligatory extraposition is independent from the barrier status of a
and one might argue that the transparen y of
this view.

lauses are

However, nite

lausal

omplement;

lauses as in (1-a), (1-b) supports

an be observed that the present proposal is in ompatible with one small

pie e of the analysis of CED ee ts I give in Müller (2010): There I suggest that the
bridge verb/non-bridge verb distin tion, as well as lexi al variation with extra tion from
DP,

an be tied to the presen e or absen e of an additional probe feature that may

keep V a tive, and a

essible for edge feature insertion;

f. (37) (lexi ally determined

extra tion from CP) and (38) (lexi ally determined extra tion from DP).
(37)

a.

(I h weiÿ
I
du

know not
met

b. ?*(I h weiÿ
I

whom

′′
′
[ VP ti meinst/glaubst [ CP2 ti dass
you
think
that

(dass) du
that

ti getroen hast ℄℄℄

you

du

ni ht) [ CP1 weni

have
ni ht) [ CP1 weni
whom

know not

′′
′
[ VP ti bereust/weiÿt [ CP2 ti dass
you
regret/know
that

(dass) du
that

ti getroen hast ℄℄℄

you

met

have

auxiliary and the main verb are always

o-indexed.

28 He k (2010) assumes that verb-se ond lauses are barriers be ause they are obligatorily extraposed;
but this then requires a heterogeneous approa h to verb-se ond

lause and

dass

lause extraposition

(i.e., two extraposition rules with dierent properties) so as to ensure that extraposed
still be transparent.

dass

lauses

an

Movement from Verb-Se ond Clauses Revisited

(38)

a.

I

′
[ VP ti [ DP ein Bu h
ti ℄
about what the Fritznom
a
bookacc

ni ht) [ PPi worüber ℄

(I h weiÿ

know not

27

der Fritz

liest ℄
reads
I

′
[ VP ti [ DP ein Bu h
ti ℄
about what the Fritznom
a
bookacc

ni ht) [ PPi worüber ℄

b. ?*(I h weiÿ

know not

der Fritz

klaut ℄
steals
A

ording to the approa h in Müller (2010), V may not have the spe ial probe feature

that is needed to keep the head a tive and permit edge feature insertion for extra tion
′′
from the (CP or DP) omplement in (37-b) and (38-b); i.e., on this view, ti in (37-b) and
′
ti in (38-b) annot be present, whi h gives rise to a PIC vioalation on e the derivation
moves on. This analysis

annot be maintained under present assumptions. The reason is

that we would then expe t verb-se ond movement to improve the examples in the same
way that verb-se ond movement in the matrix makes extra tion from an embedded
verb-se ond
(39)

lause possible. This would

I

orre t predi tion; see (39-ab).

′′
′
[ VP ti [ CP2 ti dass du ti getroen hast ℄℄℄ ?
whom regret/know you
that you
met
have
′
Worüber ℄ klaut der Fritz
[ VP ti [ DP ein Bu h
ti ℄℄ ?
about what steals the Fritznom
a
bookacc

a. ?*[ CP1 Weni
b. ?*[ PPi

learly not be a

bereust/weiÿt du

on lude from this that the senten es in (37-b), (38-b) and (39) do not involve PIC

violations; a
in all

ategorial probe feature identifying the

omplement

ases. The devian e must then have a dierent sour e.

29

an be inserted on V

29 This view might be supported by the fa t that the grammati ality status of these examples is mu h
more variable than that of examples like (1-d), and subje t to idiole tal variation and habitualization
ee ts. An alternative a

ount that would be

ompatible with the present analysis would be to treat

phenomena like the distin tion between bridge verbs and non-bridge verbs by postulating an empty
operator in the latter

ase that gives rise to a minimality violation; see Manzini (1992, 115), and also

Roberts & Roussou (2002).
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